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Introduction 

Narrative mining has advantages in being able to provide additional 

information on agriculturally-related crashes; however, a significant 

limitation is that narrative mining is either done through manual review 

(e.g., a human reviewing each record for information) or through very 

complex computer science methodologies (e.g., natural language 

processing). Therefore, a simple methodology to identify agriculturally-

related crashes from crash report narratives was developed that could be 

widely used regardless of technical training and easily applied to other 

fields. This paper explains the key steps of the simple Microsoft® Excel 

based methodology used to identify agriculturally-related crashes from 

crash report narratives. 

Identifying Agriculturally-Related Crashes  

An agriculturally-related keyword list was first developed to flag 

agricultural crashes. Keywords were developed through a pilot study that 

explored agriculturally-related crashes and with the help of subject 

matter experts. The keyword list (see Appendix 1) included words that 

identified farm workers (e.g., farmer, logger), crops or farm animals 

(e.g., cotton, corn, wheat, cattle), farm equipment (e.g., planter, seeder), 

farm equipment brands (e.g., John Deere), and other agriculturally-

related vocabulary (e.g., farm, pasture).   

Next, an Excel based algorithm was developed to identify agriculturally-

related crashes from crash narratives. The Excel based algorithm flagged 

agriculturally-related narratives if they contained any of the developed 

keywords. 

The Excel steps undertaken to flag the narratives are as follows: 

1. An Excel workbook was created and a worksheet was added with the 

narratives, supplemental text if provided, and crash id. 

2. The inclusions and exclusion keywords were added to a second 

worksheet in the narrative Excel workbook. The list of keywords was 

grouped into five types: person, crop, equipment, brands, and other. 

Each group of keywords was added to additional sheets of the Excel 

file containing the narratives. A blank space was added around each 

keyword to ensure that the Excel algorithm flagged only keywords 

that are exact matches in the narratives and did not flag based on 

partial matches within other words. For example, if there is a keyword 

rig, the algorithm should only flag the narrative if a word rig exists. 

The algorithm should not flag the narrative if it contains the word 

brigade, because the second, third, and fourth letters from brigade 

form the word rig. 

3. Crash narratives, in addition to alphanumeric characters, also have 

additional characters like commas, semi-colons, and hyphens. A 
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limitation to using Excel is that if a keyword contained within the 

narrative is immediately followed or preceded by such a character, the 

algorithm will not flag it. For example, if the word farm is the last 

word in a sentence and is followed by a period (i.e., farm.), the 

algorithm will miss it. To respond to this limitation, all non-

alphanumerical characters in the narratives were replaced with a blank 

space.   

There are several simple ways to remove characters from text in 

Excel. One obvious way is to use the Find and Replace function by 

individually entering characters one at a time and replacing them with 

a blank space. This process is tedious and time consuming.  

An easier way is to use the SUBSTITUTE function (see Appendix 2). 

For more advanced Excel users, who are comfortable with Visual 

Basic Applications (VBA) and macros, a function can be created to 

remove desired characters from the text (see Appendix 3). 

4. A blank space was added at the start and end of each narrative to 

allow a keyword to be flagged if it was the first or last word in the 

narrative. 

5. In the sheet containing the narratives, five columns were created, each 

representing one keyword group. A SEARCH function was then applied 

(see Appendix 4) to each column to check if any keywords from a 

keyword group was present in the narrative contained in the same 

row. The SEARCH function returned a 1 if the narrative in that row 

contained any keyword from that keyword group. It was marked with 

0 otherwise. An additional column was added, that calculated and 

returned a value of 1 if any of the keyword groups in that row had a 

value of 1. If none of the keyword groups had a 1 value in that row, 

the additional column returned a 0. This additional column calculates 

if the narrative was flagged with keywords from any of the five 

groups. 

Next, the crash narratives were manually reviewed to confirm the 

algorithm accurately flagged agriculturally-related crashes based on the 

descriptions provided in the narratives alone, without relying on the 

information provided in the structured data. This allowed comparison of 

the algorithm’s performance to a manual categorization.  
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APPENDIX 1. 

LIST OF KEYWORDS AND EXCLUSION WORDS  

PERSON CROP EQUIPMENT BRAND OTHER EXTRA EXCLUSION 

farm worker(s) bail(s) bailer(s) agco barn(s) barbed wire(s) 18 wheeler 

farmer(s) bale(s) baler(s) allis chalmers farm(s) berr(y/ies) barricade(s) 

farmworker(s) bean(s) buncher(s) belarus field work bob cat bob cat 

ranch hand(s) cane(s) combine(s) case ih fieldwork bull(s) bobcat 

ranchhand(s) cattle cultivator(s) 
case international 

harvester 
pasture(s) cal(f/ves) caterpillar 

  corn cutter(s) caseih   cattle(s) city tractor(s) 

  cotton 
disc 

attachment(s) 
claas   chicken(s) concrete 

  cow(s) disc chopper(s) cnh   country construction(s) 

  cows discchopper(s) crustbuster   egg(s) county tractor(s) 

  grain(s) 
disk 

attachment(s) 
david brown   field(s) cuts grass 

  hay disk chopper(s) deere   hen(s) cutting grass 

  horse(s) diskchopper(s) deutz faur   komatsu flag man(men) 

  husbandry fertilizer(s) escorts   land flag person 

  lettuce forwarder(s) farmall   longhorn(s) flag worker(s) 

  livestock grapple(s) fendt   organic flag(man/men) 

  melon(s) harvester(s) hesston   root cellar(s) flagger 

  olive(s) hoe(s) hutchmaster   rural flagperson 

  onion(s) loader(s) 
international 

harvester 
    flagworker(s) 

  peach(es) planter(s) ji case     grass cutter(s) 

  peanut(s) plow(s) john deere     grass cutting 

  pecan(s) prong(s) kioti     grass tractor(s) 

  pig(s) rop(s) kotara     landscape 

  potato(es) rotator(s) kubota     landscaping 

  produce scrapper(s) mahindra     
lawn 

compan(y/ies) 

  rice seed hopper(s) massey ferguson     lawn mower(s) 

  seed(s) seeder(s) mihindra     lawn tractor(s) 

  sheep seedhopper(s) 
minneapolis 

moline 
    log(s) 

  sorghum shredder(s) mow     lumber 

  soy skidder(s) new holland     mower(s) 

  soybean(s) skidsteer(s) penta     mowing 

  strawberr(y/ies) sprayer(s) reynolds     parade(s) 

  sugarcane spreader(s) rhino     parish tractor(s) 

  sun flower(s) thresher(s) yanmar     rebar 

  sunflower(s) tiller(s) zetor     state farm 

  tomato(es)         track hoe(s) 

  wheat         trackhoe(s) 

            working crew 

            workzone(s) 
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APPENDIX 2.  

HOW TO USE MICROSOFT EXCEL’S SUBSTITUTE FUNCTION 

The SUBSTITUTE function in Microsoft Excel substitutes new text for old text in a text string according to 

the following syntax: 

SUBSTITUTE(narrative, old_text, new_text) 

The arguments are described as follows: 

narrative The narrative text or the reference to a cell containing the narrative text for which 

you want to substitute characters. 

old_text  The text you want to replace in the narrative. 

new_text  The text you want to replace old_text with. 

For example, if you have a narrative or string in A2 that says “According to the witness, Unit#2 struck 

Unit#1,” and you want to replace all ‘#’ and ‘,’ characters with blank spaces, two separate SUBSTITUTE 

formulas can be written as follows: 

=SUBSTITUTE(A2,"#", " ") 

=SUBSTITUTE(A2, ",", " ") 

 

Several SUBSTITUTE functions can nest within a single formula to conduct several substitutions at a time, 

(i.e., substitute multiple characters types with a space using a single formula). To combine the preceding 

two formulas in a nested formula:  

=SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(A2,"#"," "),","," ") 
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Ensuing from this example, the following formula can be used to remove all characters from a text: 

=SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(S

UBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SU

BSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBS

TITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(SUBSTITUTE(A2,"!", " "),"@", " 

"),"#", " "),"$", " "),"%", " "),"^", " "),"&", " "),"*", " "),"(", " "),")", " "),"{", " "),"}", " "),"[", " "),"]", " "),"|", " 

"),"\", " "),"`", " "),"~", " "),";", " "),":", " "),"/", " "),"?", " "),".", " "),">", " "),",", " "),"<", " "),"-", " "),"_", " 

"),"=", " "),"+", " "),"'", " ") 

This formula can be easily modified based on what character to retain in the text. 
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APPENDIX 3.  

HOW TO CREATE AN USER DEFINED FUNCTION IN MICROSOFT EXCEL 

More advanced users of Excel can create their own User Defined Function in the Visual Basic 

Application (VBA) interface to remove punctuation marks from text by using the following example. 

Open Microsoft Excel and press the keys Alt + F11 to open the VBA interface window. Click on the 

Insert menu and then click on Module. Copy and paste the following code into the newly opened module 

window. 

Function REMPUNCT (Txt As String) As String 
With CreateObject("VBScript.RegExp") 
.Pattern = "[^A-Z0-9#]" 
.IgnoreCase = True 
.Global = True 
RemovePunctuation = .Replace(Txt, " ") 
End With 
End Function 

Save the module and close the VBA interface window and now enter the formula =REMPUNCT(A2) into a 

blank cell. Here cell A2 refers to a cell that contains the text that needs to be stripped of the desired 

characters. The above code creates a function called REMPUNCT. Using regular expressions in Line 3, the 

code removes all characters except alphabets A to Z and numbers 0 to 9. If there are any characters that 

need to be retained, they can be added to the code. For example, if we want to retain ‘#’, Line 3 of the 

above function would read: 

.Pattern = "[^A-Z0-9]" 
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APPENDIX 4.  

HOW TO USE MICROSOFT EXCEL’S SEARCH, ISNUMBER, AND IF FUNCTIONS 

In Microsoft Excel, the SEARCH function combined with the ISNUMBER function can check if a cell 

contains specific text, according to this general syntax: 

=ISNUMBER(SEARCH(keyword, narrative)) 

narrative The narrative text or the reference to a cell containing the narrative text for which 

you want to substitute characters. 

keyword This is the keyword that you are searching for or a reference to a cell that 

contains the keyword 

This formula returns the value TRUE if the keyword is found, and FALSE if not. Instead of returning 

TRUE or FALSE, the formula can be wrapped in an IF statement, which will return 1 if the keyword is 

found and 0 if not: 

=IF(ISNUMBER(SEARCH(keyword_range, narrative_range)), 1, 0) 

Furthermore, if you have multiple keywords to search within the narrative, the IF, SUMPRODUCT, 

ISNUMBER, and SEARCH functions can be combined into a nested form like this: 

=IF(SUMPRODUCT(--ISNUMBER(SEARCH(keyword_range, narrative_range))), 1, 0) 

 




